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Abstract—In this paper, we consider using actors to maintain the quality of sensing in the wireless sensor networks. Due to factors
such as battery drainage or physical malfunctions, the number of available sensors normally decreases over time after initial
deployment, resulting in performance degradation. To maintain the quality of sensing in the network, actors can be used to allocate
spare sensors to sensor-deficient regions (sensor allocation) or to relocate sensors from sensor-abundant regions to sensor-deficient
regions (sensor relocation). We first focus on the sensor allocation problem. We introduce a baseline centralized greedy algorithm
(GA) for sensor allocation, where global sensor information is communicated to obtain the optimal solution. As GA is only efficient for
small networks, we proceed to design a distributed patrolling algorithm for achieving global optimization (DPAG) by using only local
information. We then extend our work to the application scenario of sensor relocation by proposing a modified GA and DPAG (M-GA
and M-DPAG), respectively. Extensive simulation results are provided to demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithms.
Index Terms—Quality of sensing, sensor allocation, sensor relocation, distributed algorithms.
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INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) have been widely
used for applications such as monitoring and
surveillance [1], [2], [3], [4]. During the operation of a
sensor network system, the number of available sensor
nodes deployed at the beginning of the operation normally
drops over time due to reasons such as hash environments,
energy draining-out, and damage by adversary. As the
number of sensor nodes continues to decrease in the
network, the quality of sensing may drop to a level that is
below the system requirement, leading to system level
performance degradation.
Recently, mobile actors, which are capable of picking up
and carrying sensor nodes, are proposed to actively patrol
in the region of interest (ROI), searching and replacing dead
sensor nodes with functional nodes [5]. While actors are
very helpful in restoring the performance of sensor networks, one main challenging task for actors is to know the
dynamic sensor failure information in the network with
minimal communication overhead and delay. One simple
approach to achieve this goal is to let sensor nodes in the
network actively monitor the health of their surrounding
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sensor nodes, and inform actors of node failures using data
location services [6], [7]. However, when sensor failures
frequently occur in a large-scale network, such approach
would introduce excessive communication overhead, making it impractical in real-world settings.
On the other hand, actors can actively explore the ROI to
pick up redundant sensors and replace failed nodes. Such
approach requires minimal communication among deployed sensor nodes in the network to inform actors the
locations of failed sensor nodes, however, the challenge lies
in how to plan the moving trajectories of actors so as to
optimally maintain the desired quality of sensing about
ROI. The only relevant existing work is [5] where Fletcher et
al. proposed to let actors randomly patrol in the region for
coverage maintenance. However, letting actors walk randomly cannot guarantee the overall network performance.
In this paper, we first focus on the sensor allocation
problem, which aims at optimally placing new sensor
nodes using actors so as to maximize the quality of sensing
within the network. To solve this problem, we first
introduce a baseline centralized greedy algorithm (GA),
which requires the global information for decision making
and incurs high communication overhead. To minimize
such communication overhead for sensor allocation with
actors, we then propose a distributed solution (DPAG) by
employing Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method.
The DPAG algorithm only needs local communications
between sensors and actors, and can obtain the optimal
sensor allocation in an average manner. When there are no
new sensor nodes that are available to add into the network,
we modify both our centralized and distributed solutions
for allocation problem to solve the sensor relocation
problem, in which actors need to first search for redundant
sensor nodes and then drop them to locations where the
quality of sensing drops below the requirement. Specifically, our contributions are as follows:
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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We introduce a centralized greedy solution (GA) for
the sensor allocation problem using actors and
theoretically prove its optimality.
. We then propose a novel distributed solution
(DPAG) for the sensor allocation problem by
utilizing Markov Chain Monte Carlo method and
show the optimality of this distributed solution in an
average manner.
. To solve the sensor relocation problem, we modify
above GA and DPAG solutions and propose M-GA
and M-DPAG algorithms, respectively.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We
discuss the related work on coverage maintenance in the
Section 2. We formulate the problem in Section 3, and
propose both centralized and distributed algorithms in
Section 4. We extend the proposed algorithms to the sensor
relocation problem in Section 5. We perform extensive
simulations to demonstrate the performance of the proposed
algorithms in Section 6 and conclude the paper in Section 7.
.

2

RELATED WORK

To maintain the coverage performance, we have first to
detect the coverage hole and then dispatch actors carrying
sensors to repair the hole. Coverage verification have been
extensively studied in the last several years. To obtain an
analytical result, most existing works assume the perfect
disc sensing model. As points within the sensing range of a
sensor can definitely be covered by the sensor, we only
need to consider the points on the sensing border. Zhang
et al. pointed out that we only need to consider the
intersection points of the sensing border of all sensors,
which greatly simplifies the computational complexity of
coverage verification algorithms [8]. Recently, Kasbekar
et al. exploited this principle to obtain a coordinate-free
distributed coverage verification algorithm [9]. Each sensor
can only use the distances between its neighboring sensors
to calculate if its intersection points with the neighboring
sensors are all k-covered by its neighboring sensors. Hence,
the algorithm can work without the availability of location
information. Noticing that coverage of a fixed sensor can be
preserved in any coordinate system, Bejerano exploited
local information for each sensor to construct the coordinates of its neighbors at the so-called local polar coordinate
system, and employed the aforementioned principle (i.e.,
results in [8]) to decide if a coverage hole occurs [10].
When a sensor detects coverage hole, it should transmit
this information to other sensors so that sensing resource
should be dispatched timely to replace the failed sensor. As
typically there is no prior knowledge about where the extra
or redundant sensors are, one popular approach in the
existing literatures is location service [6], [7]. Wang et al.
proposed a grid-quorum-based solution to find the locations of coverage hole and redundant sensors in the
network [6]. The region of interest is divided into grids,
each of which has a grid head, responsible for detecting
coverage hole and redundant sensors. The grid heads in a
row is referred to as a sensor supply quorum, and grid
heads in a column is referred to as a sensor demand
quorum. When a grid head knows there are redundant
sensors in its grid, it broadcasts this information along the
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supply quorum; and when a grid head wants to find
redundant sensors, it searches along the demand quorum.
As there are intersections between any sensor supply and
demand quorum, coverage hole can always be detected and
repaired if there are redundant sensors in the network. Wu
and Jiang proposed a hierarchical structure-based approach
for maintaining network coverage and connectivity [7].
With the help of a hierarchical structure with Hamilton
cycles, once a coverage hole occurs, it can be healed with
local spare sensor in a snake-like repair process.
All aforementioned works focused on first using location
service to find where sensors are demanded or supplied and
then dispatching actors to transfer the sensors. When sensor
failure occurs frequently, location service-based approaches
will involve huge communication cost. Instead of dividing
the process into two steps, we are concerned with letting
actors actively travel around to detect and distribute sensors
at the same time in order to save the energy of sensors. In
existing works, Fletcher et al. also adopted this approach for
sensor relocation [5]. However, in their work actors travel
completely randomly in the ROI, which cannot guarantee
the overall network performance. In this work, we employ
Markov Chain Monte Carlo method to guide the movement
of actors. Our approach can guarantee the optimal sensor
allocation in an average manner.

3

SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a collection of static sensors deployed in a
rectangular RoI for monitoring task. The sensing field RoI is
divided into K ¼ m  n grids, each of side length l. We
assume ROI is being divided into multiple grids due to
reasons such as simplicity, scalability, and easy management
of sensing resource [11], [12]. For example, in [12] the ROI is
divided into a number of square regions such that each
square region is covered if at least one sensor is placed in the
region (1-coverage). More generally, to ensure fault tolerance
and quality of sensing, k sensors are required to be placed in
a grid to ensure k-overage. Similarly for many other sensing
coverage protocols [11], [13], when ROI is divided into grids,
the number of sensors in each grid is generally related to the
local coverage performance of the grid.
Each sensor knows its location information, with the help
of GPS or other localization techniques [14]. Thus, each
sensor knows which grid it belongs to. Sensors in the same
grid form a cluster. From time to time, sensors with more
residual energy are elected to be the grid head, which is
responsible for monitoring the local coverage performance,
and coordinating the working status of its members (i.e.,
other nonhead sensors in the grid). Once a member sensor
detects one of its neighbors is out of function, it reports this
information to the grid head. By collecting the local
information, the grid head calculates if the coverage
performance can be maintained at the required level. When
a grid head dies unexpectedly, sensors in the grid have to
reperform the grid head election process.
For the purpose of monitoring, each sensor has capability
of sensing. For brevity, we assume each sensor has a perfect
sensing model of sensing range rs , i.e., if during network
operation an event falls within distance rs of any sensor, the
event is considered to be detected. Note that in this paper
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the network model.

the sensing model is only adopted by grid heads to
calculate the local coverage performance, e.g., the grid head
can use existing coverage verification algorithms [8] to
compute if every point in the grid is k-coverage. Our results
can be easily extended for other sensing models [15]. We do
not assume the initial deployment, and any existing
deterministic deployment [16] or actor-assisted deployment
[17] can be adopted for the initial distribution of sensors.
Each sensor has the same communication range of rc , i.e.,
two sensors within a distance between them less than rc can
communicate with each other. Denote the set of grid j’s
neighboring grids by Aj . To guarantee sensors in a grid can
communicate with
sensors in its neighboring grids,
pﬃﬃother
ﬃ
we assume rc  2 2l. An illustration of the network model
is plotted in Fig. 1.
Due to a couple of factors that may lead to the failure of
sensors, e.g., battery drainage and physical malfunctions,
the number of sensors declines during the network
operation, resulting in performance degradation in spite
of the desirable initial sensor deployment. Actors, with the
same communication range rc as sensors, are able to carry
static sensors and patrol in the ROI to replace failed sensors.
For easy presentation, we assume one actor is used. We will
discuss how to extend our results to multiple actors. We
assume the actor’s capacity of carrying sensors is unlimited
because the actor can go to the sensor supply location to
upload sensors when it runs out of spare sensors. Typically,
the actor has much more energy than sensors, and with
capability of mobility, it can go to specific locations to
recharge itself [18]. Hence, we do not consider the energy
consumption of actors in this paper.
The local coverage performance at each grid is mainly
dependent on the number and locations of sensors in the
grid. We in this paper only use the number of sensors as a
key factor of evaluating the coverage performance, which is
due to two reasons: 1) the actor can help to optimize the
local coverage performance by moving sensors to their
optimal positions when it visits a grid, and 2)pthe
ﬃﬃﬃ side length
l of grids can be designed to satisfy rs  2 2l so that any
sensor in a grid can cover the whole gird. In many
applications, different areas in the ROI have different
importance. For example, in the focused coverage [17], i.e.,
only one focused point is monitored, sensors are deployed
to prevent intruders getting close to the focused point (e.g.,
headquarter). When intruders enter the sensing region, the
closer they are to the point, the more dangerous it will be. To
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characterize this, each grid j; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K is associated
with an importance-related weight wj . A grid with a larger
weight has higher coverage requirement, thus should be
allocated with more sensors. Assume at time t, grid j has
dj ðtÞ sensors, and there are SðtÞ spare sensors available. Let
xj ðtÞ be the number of sensors allocated to grid j at time t.
dj ðtÞþxj ðtÞ
is the number of sensors per weight (NPW) at time t
wj
in grid j, which indicates the number of sensors allocated
per unit importance. To allocate sensors fairly, we have to
increase the worst case of NPW in grids, i.e., maximize the
minimum NPW in every grid
dj ðtÞ þ xj ðtÞ
wj

ð1Þ

xj ðtÞ ¼ SðtÞ:

ð2Þ

max min

s:t:

K
X
j¼1

In sensor relocation problem, the actor has to patrol in
the ROI to find the redundant sensors. Assume the actor
picks up yj ðtÞ number of sensors from grid j, then the
sensor relocation problem can be formulated as
max min

s:t:

dj ðtÞ þ xj ðtÞ  yj ðtÞ
wj

K
X
j¼1

xj ðtÞ ¼

K
X

yj ðtÞ:

ð3Þ

ð4Þ

j¼1

Note that the above optimization problems should be
solved dynamically to distribute sensor resource in an
efficiently and timely way. Whenever there is no confusion,
we do not explicitly mention time t in the rest of the paper.
We also use ðaij Þ to denote the matrix whose ði; jÞ
component is aij .

4

SENSOR ALLOCATION PROBLEM

In this section, we propose both centralized and distributed
algorithms with performance guarantee to solve sensor
allocation problem (1). We will extend the results to sensor
relocation problem in the next section.

4.1 Centralized Greedy Algorithm
In this section, we propose a centralized Greedy Algorithm
for sensor allocation (GA). GA assumes the global informad
tion about the wjj of each grid j at time t, and serves as the
baseline for distributed algorithm.
In GA, initially the grid head in each grid j collects
information of the number of sensors in the grid, and
d
sends the corresponding wjj and grid ID information to the
actor. During network operation, once a grid head detects
a sensor failure, it sends the updated information to the
actor. In this way the actor always knows all the global
information. When it wants to allocate sensors, it first sorts
the values of NPW of all grids in an increasing order and
then finds the grid with minimum value (tie can be broken
by selecting the one with smaller ID). The process repeats
until all the available sensors are allocated. We detail GA
in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1. Centralized Greedy Algorithm for Sensor
allocation (GA)
1) Sets xj ¼ 0 for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K.
d þx
2) The actor sorts jwj j of all grids in an increasing order.
Tie can be broken by selecting the one with smaller ID.
dj1 þxj1
w j1

Let the sorted set be f
dj1 þxj1
w j1



dj2 þxj2
w j2

  

;

djK þxjK
w jK

dj2 þxj2
w j2

;...;

djK þxjK
wjK g,

where

.

3) Allocates one sensor to grid j1 , i.e., xj1 ¼ xj1 þ 1.
P
4) Repeats step 2 until K
j¼1 xj > S.
After calculating the allocation algorithm GA, the actor
goes to the corresponding grids for sensor allocation. We
have the following theorem about the performance of GA.
Theorem 1. Denote an arbitrary feasible solution of (1) by
xj ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K, the solution obtained by GA by xj ; j ¼ 1;
2; . . . ; K. xj ; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K, is an optimal solution to
problem (1), that is
dj þ
min
cj
j2f1;2;...;Kg

xj

dj þ xj
 min
:
cj
j2f1;2;...;Kg

K

di1 þ xi1 di2 þ xi2
di þ xiK

   K
:
wi1
wi2
wiK
Without loss of generality, we assume j1 ¼ 1; j2 ¼ 2; . . . ;
jK ¼ K. We prove the theorem by contradiction.
We begin with showing the conclusion holds when
i1 ¼ 1, i.e., x1  x1 . If not, x1 > x1 . As the total number of
P
PK 
available sensors S is the same, i.e., K
k¼1 xk ¼
k¼1 xk ,
there exists a grid, say grid 2, such that x2 < x2 . Consider
ðns1Þ
the
iteration ns in GA algorithm when x2
¼ x2 and
ðns1Þ
x2
þd2
is the minimum (this happens as GA allocates
w2
more than x2 sensors to grid 2). Hereby we denote the
value of xk at iteration ns by xns
k . At this moment, we have
ðns1Þ

x2

w2

þ d2

ðns1Þ

¼

x2 þ d2 x1 þ d1 x1 þ d1 x1

>

w2
w1
w1
x

ðns1Þ

þd

x

ðns1Þ

þd

ðns1Þ

x3

þ d3

x1 þd1
w1

ðns1Þ



x1

w1

ðns1Þ



x1

þ d1

w1

þ d1

w1
ðns1Þ

þd

;

which
validates the assumption 2 w2 2  1 w1 1 (as
ðns1Þ
x2
þd2
is the minimum). Hence, the conclusion holds
w2
when i1 ¼ 1.
When i1 6¼ 1, without loss of generality, we assume
d þx
2
i1 ¼ 2. If the conclusion does not hold, then d2wþx
> 1w1 1 .
2
1
2
2
As d1wþx
> d2wþx
(d2wþx
is the minimum), x1 > x1 . When
1
2
2

x2 > x2 , we consider the first iteration ns in GA when
ðnsÞ
x2
¼ x2 . GA will never allocate sensors to grid 2 after
d þxns
d þx
2
iteration ns as 1w1 1 < d2wþx
 2 w2 2 , which validates the
2
fact that GA allocates x2 ðx2 > x2 Þ sensors to grid 2. We
thus focus on x2  x2 . As x1 < x1 and x2  x2 , we can
find at least one grid k (except grids 1 and 2), say k ¼ 3,
such that x3 > x3 . We consider
the iteration ns in GA
ðns1Þ
x3
þd3
ðns1Þ
when x3
¼ x3 and
is the minimum. We
w3

þd1

, which va-

:

Hence, the conclusion holds when i1 6¼ 1.

dj þx

2

x

3
2
 x2wþd
>
have 3 w3 3 ¼ x3wþd
3
2
lidates the assumption

w3

Proof.  We sort
the values  of 1wj j1 increasingly, i.e.,
1
dj þx ðtÞ
dj1 þxj
dj2 þxj
1
2
 wj      K wj jK . Similarly, we have
wj
1

Fig. 2. Illustrate the difficulty to achieve global optimization by using local
information.

u
t

Remarks. 1) From the proof of Theorem 1, it can be seen
that GA can be applied orthogonally to the case of
multiple actors, as it is a centralized algorithm and actors
can work in a collaboratively way. 2) In GA algorithm,
d ðtÞ
sensors are always allocated to the grid with lowest wj j .
As time goes by, the number of sensors in grids with low
dj ðtÞ
wj will increase. Eventually, we can expect all grids
d ðtÞ
have the same wj j . We validate this in the simulation
section. 3) In GA algorithm, the grid head has to transmit
the topology information to the actor once a sensor fails
in its grid. As the actor travels in the ROI to allocate
sensors, not all grid heads know its instant location.
Hence, global communication is needed to find the actor.
When sensor failure occurs frequently, this involves
huge communication cost.

4.2

Distributed Patrolling for Achieving Global
Optimized Performance (DPAG)
In this section, we design a Distributed actor Patrolling
algorithm for Achieving Global optimized performance
(DPAG) to solve the sensor allocation problem.
Different from GA in which the actor can make decisions
for allocating multiple sensors at the same time, in DPAG it
has to allocate sensors one by one. Thus, we do not consider
explicitly the available number of sensors SðtÞ in this
section. With no global information, the actor has to walk
actively in the region for the search of grids with low NPW.
When it arrives at, say grid j, it only knows the sensor
number information of grid j and j’s neighbors. If the actor
makes decision for sensor allocation in a deterministic way
only using this local information, the corresponding
solution will be locally optimal. Here, deterministic way
means the actor will choose a grid to drop sensor
deterministically, e.g., the actor chooses to drop sensors to
grids with lowest NPW using the centralized GA algorithm
based on local information. For example, see Fig. 2. In Fig. 2,
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grid heads j, j 2 fig [ Ai . Upon collecting all the information,
each grid head calculates the transition probability pij ,
j 2 fig [ Ai , using the well-known Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm as follows [20]:
8
(
)
>
w2j di ðtÞðjAi j þ 1Þ
1
>
>
>
min
; 1 ; j 2 Ai
>
< jAi j þ 1
w2i dj ðtÞðjAj j þ 1Þ
X
pij ¼
1
pik ;
j¼i
>
>
>
>
k2Ai
>
:
0;
otherwise;
Fig. 3. Local graph G at each node i and associated local Markovian
plane G0 .

grids in the downdiagonal striped region have more
sensors than those in the updiagonal and horizontal striped
regions. When the actor is traveling in the updiagonal
striped region, it will never visit the horizontal striped
region, as grids in updiagonal striped region need more
sensor by using local information. The downdiagonal
striped region works as a barrier to prevent the actor from
entering the horizontal striped region. To avoid being
trapped in a local region, Fletcher et al. [5] proposed a
completely randomized algorithm, which, however, cannot
guarantee the global network performance.
In the DPAG algorithm, the actor will visit each grid and
drop a sensor in a probabilistic way. When the actor visits,
say grid j, the next visiting grid that it selects is probabilistic,
d ðtÞ
which means the grid with a lower wj j has a higher visiting
probability. In this way, the actor can avoid being trapped in
a local region of the whole RoI. Specifically, we aim at
achieving the long-term stable probability j by which the
actor will drop a sensor at grid j
j ¼

w2j
dj ðtÞ

HðtÞ

;

ð5Þ

P
where HðtÞ ¼ K
j¼1 dj ðtÞ . It needs global information to
calculate HðtÞ. j , j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K are chosen by (5) so that
d ðtÞ
1) a grid with lower wj j can be allocated with more sensors
and, 2) as we will show in the next section, each grid will
have the same average NPW (average NPW over operation
time) after the network operates for a long time.
For easy presentation, we model the whole network as
an undirected graph GðV ; EÞ. V is the set of grid heads
(when there is no sensor in a grid, the center of the grid is
considered to have a virtual sensor), and edge eij 2 E if grid
heads i and j are in the neighboring grids. Corresponding
to graph G, we can construct a graph called Markovian
plane G0 . For any undirected edge eij in the graph G, there
are two directed edges !
e ij and !
e ji in the graph G0 . In
!
addition, there is an edge e jj associated with each vertex j
whose incoming and outgoing vertices are both j. Each
directed edge !
e ij in graph G0 is associated with transition
probability pij . An illustration of G and G0 based on Fig. 1 is
plotted in Fig. 3. Through local communication, each grid
head j can build the local G and G0 .
Now we describe DPAG in detail. We adopt Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method to decide which grid
should be selected by the actor for dropping sensors [19].
Each grid head i monitors the working status of the member
sensors in its grid, and exchanges the information di ðtÞ with
w2j

ð6Þ
where jAi j and jAj j are the cardinality of Ai and Aj , pii
means the probability that the actor will stay at grid i, and
pij reflects the probability the actor will visit grid j when
staying at grid i. According to Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [20], by using the transition probabilities ðpij Þ we can
guarantee the long-term stable probabilities ðj Þ.
When the actor has sensors to allocate, it patrols along
the vertices of graph G0 . When it arrives at grid i, it first
communicates with the grid head of i to get the local
Markovian plane graph G0 . If there is no sensor in grid i, the
actor communicates with grid heads of i’s neighbors to
construct G0 . Then, it generates a random number which is
uniformly distributed in interval ½0; pij  for any
j; j 2 fig [ Ai . The grid j with the largest number will be
selected by the actor for its next visit. After the actor has
visited a predefined number of grids, it drops a sensor at
the current grid. We refer to such predefined number as
time-to-live (TTL) number. A sketch of the DPAG algorithm
is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Distributed actor Patrolling algorithm for
Achieving Global optimized performance (DPAG)
1) When the actor has a sensor to allocate, it sets
T T L ¼ 0;
2) T T L ¼ T T L þ 1; When the actor arrives at grid i, it
communicates with the head of grid i to get the local
Markovian plane G0 . If there is no sensor in grid i, the
actor communicates with grid heads of i’s neighbors
to construct G0 .
3) Upon having the transition probabilities pij ; j 2
fig [ Ai , it generates a random number which is
uniformly distributed in interval ½0; pij  for any
j; j 2 fig [ Ai . The grid j with the largest number will
be selected by the actor for its next visit.
4) If T T L is less than the predefined T T L0 , repeats
steps 2 and 3; or the actor drops a sensor at the
current grid.
Taken each grid head as a state, the exploration process
to find a grid for sensor dropping can be regarded as the
time-reversible Markov chain on the Graph G0 with the
transition probability matrix ðpij Þ. To guarantee the constructed Markov chain will converge to the long-term stable
probability j in the (5), TTL should be set as large as
possible according to Markov chain theory [19]. However,
when TTL is large, the sensor allocation process slows
down. Hence, a proper TTL should be decided in prior to
achieve desirable performance of the DPAG algorithm.
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We now discuss how to extend DPAG to multiple actors
case. In DPAG, during each allocation, the actor has to visit
grids T T L  1 times before it finally drops a sensor. The
DPAG algorithm can be applied orthogonally to multiple
actors case when actors want to find grids for next visit
during the T T L  1 times of search. The only modification
occurs when actors want to drop sensors at the last TTL
time. If more than one actors want to drop a sensor at the
last T T L visit, they may have some neighboring grids in
common (these actors may be not aware of this when they
are not in the communication range). The NPW information
may be not accurate due to independent and asynchronous
movements of actors. For example, two actors may decide
to drop sensors in a common grid. To fix this, each actor has
to actively communicate with its neighboring grids to
inform its arrival. Once a grid head knows there is a
conflict, i.e., more than one actors in its neighboring grids, it
will inform the actors of such conflict. The actor which
receives such notification message enters a waiting state. It
generates a random waiting time from ½0; Tw , hereby Tw is a
predefined parameter. After the waiting time expires, it
recommunicates with its neighboring grids to see if there is
still conflict. When there is no conflict, it updates NPW
information, and finds a grid to drop a sensor. Once an
actor enters the waiting state, it ignores the notification
message from other neighboring grids.

4.3 Performance Analysis of DPAG
In this section, we analyze the performance of DPAG. We
obtain that the NPW of each grid converges to the same
random variable when operation time goes infinity.
Hence, the values of average NPW of all grids over time
t are the same.
We begin with making some assumptions to facilitate the
analysis. The sensor allocation rate, i.e., the number of
sensor allocated to grids by the actor per unit time, depends
on the speed of the actor and the predefined T T L. As there
is no prior knowledge on the distribution of sensor
allocation rate, we assume it follows the Poisson process
with mean  (to be consistent with GA,  can be
approximated by TS if on average the actor can allocate S
sensors into the network within T time in GA). This
assumption is not restrictive, and we can get similar
conclusion when other assumption (e.g., a constant sensor
allocation rate) is adopted. The lifetime of each sensor is
well known to follow exponential distribution with mean 1 .
With these assumptions, the whole network can be modeled
as a M=M=1 queue system. Sensors are supplied by the
actor to the network, and “depart” the network after they
fail. When   , the total number of sensors, denoted by
N , in the network at the stable state converges, N  ¼ ,
according to the queue theory [21]. Therefore, the stable
number of sensors N in the networks depends only on 
and  (for given ,  can be decided in actual application to
guarantee the network performance). Assume that HðtÞ can
be regarded as a random variable independent of t, denoted
by H. We also assume the number of sensors in each grid i,
di , is continuous so that we can calculate its derivative.
Due to the probabilistic way of dropping sensors, the
value of NPW of each grid at time t is a random variable.
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We have the following theorem about the performance of
DPAG algorithm.
Theorem 2. After the network operates for a long time, i.e., t ! 1,
the valuesq
ofﬃﬃﬃdﬃ j ðtÞ=wj for all grid j; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K, converge to
the same N
H.
Proof. According to DPAG algorithm, the evolution
equation of dj ðtÞ for each grid j can be characterized as
@dj ðtÞ
¼ j  dj ðtÞ;
@t

ð7Þ

where   j in the (7) is the expected number of sensors
that will be allocated to the grid j by the actor per unit
time, and dj ðtÞ indicates the expected number of failed
w2
sensors per unit time.
j
dj ðtÞ
When t is large enough, as j ¼ HðtÞ , (7) can be
rewritten as
@dj ðtÞ w2j 1
¼
 dj ðtÞ:
@t
H dj ðtÞ

ð8Þ

Solving (8), we get
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
!
#
u 2"
u wj
H 2
t
2ðtt
Þ
0
dj ðtÞ ¼
;
d ðt0 Þ e
1 1
H
w2j j

ð9Þ

where dj ðt0 Þ is the number of sensors in grid j at the
initial time t0 .
When t ! 1, e2ðtt0 Þ approaches zero. Then, dj
becomes
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
w2j
N
:
ð10Þ
¼ wj
dj ¼
H
H
Hence, when the network is in a stable state,
grid j becomes
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
dj
N
;
¼
H
wj

dj ðtÞ
wj

of each

ð11Þ

which completes the proof.

u
t

Remarks. 1) From the proof of the theorem 2,  and  are
two parameters impacting the convergence rate of DPAG
algorithm. The larger the sensor allocation rate , or the
shorter the sensor lifetime 1=, the faster DPAG
averages. 2) Note that in (11), dj does not depend on
the initial sensor distribution dj ðt0 Þ in each grid j. Hence,
DPAG can work regardless of the initial sensor distribution in the ROI. 3) In DPAG, NPW
qﬃﬃﬃﬃof all grids converge
N
to the same random variable
H at the stable state.
Hence, the average NPW of all grids over time t are the
same. From this perspective, DPAG obtains the optimal
solution in an average manner.

5

EXTENSION: SENSOR RELOCATION SCENARIO

When there are no new sensor nodes that are available to
add into the network, the actor needs to first search for
redundant sensor nodes and then drop them to locations
where the quality of sensing drops below the requirement.
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We refer to this as sensor relocation problem. Algorithms
proposed for sensor allocation problem cannot be applied
directly to this sensor relocation problem. Therefore, in this
section, we modify both GA and DPAG to solve the sensor
relocation problem.
When the global information about the locations of
sensors are available, we can modify GA, denoted by MGA, to give a centralized algorithm. Upon receiving all the
information from grid heads, the actor sorts the set of
fd1 þxw11þy1 ; d2 þxw22þy2 ; . . . ; dK þxwKK þyK g. When the actor wants to
pick up a sensor from sensor-redundant grids, it chooses the
d þx þy
grid j with maximum j w1j j and sets yj ¼ yj  1 correspondingly. When the actor wants to drop a sensor, it goes to
d þx þy
the grid with the minimum j w1j j and sets xj ¼ xj þ 1
correspondingly. We detail the algorithm in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3. Modified Centralized Greedy Algorithm for
Sensor Relocation (M-GA)
1) Sets xj ¼ 0, yj ¼ 0, for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; K;
d þx þy
2) The actor sorts j wjj j of all grids in an increasing
order. Tie can be broken by selecting the one with
smaller ID. Let the sorted set be
d þx þy
d þx þy
d þx þy
f j1 wjj1 j1 ; j2 wjj2 j2 ; . . . ; jK wjjK jK g, where
1

dj1 þxj1 þyj1
w j1

2

K

djK þxjK þyjK
w jK

dj2 þxj2 þyj2
wj2


  
.
3) The actor picks up a sensor from jK and allocates the
sensor to grid j1 , i.e., yjK ¼ yjK  1, xj1 ¼ xj1 þ 1.
4) Repeats step 2 and 3 until the sensor network dies.
We now focus on giving a Modified DPAG, denoted by MDPAG, to solve the sensor relocation problem in a distributed way. When the actor has picked up a sensor, and
wants to find grids to drop the sensor, the proposed DPAG
algorithm can be adopted without any modification. We only
elaborate how the M-DPAG finds the redundant sensors.
Similarly, the Markov Chain Monte Carlo method based
on a random walk algorithm is employed to find the
redundant sensors in a probabilistic way. Specifically, we
aim at achieving the long-term stable probability, j , that the
actor will pick up a sensor from grid j
j ¼

dj ðtÞ
w2j
0

H ðtÞ

;

ð12Þ

P dj ðtÞ
where H0 ðtÞ ¼ K
j¼1 w2j .
To facilitate the search process, each grid head has to
establish one more Markovian plane G00 , which is similar to
G0 (see Fig. 3b), with the transition probability matrix ðqij Þ
8
(
)
>
1
w2i dj ðtÞðAi þ 1Þ
>
>
>
min
; 1 ; j 2 Ai
>
< Ai þ 1
w2j di ðtÞðAj þ 1Þ
X
ð13Þ
qij ¼
1
pik ;
j¼i
>
>
>
>
k2Ai
>
:
0;
otherwise:
When the actor wants to find a redundant sensor, it first
visits a nearest grid, say i, and communicates with grid head
about the local transition probabilities qij , j 2 fig [ Ai . Then,
it generates a random number which is uniformly distributed in interval ½0; qij  for any j; j 2 fig [ Ai . The grid j with
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the largest random number will be selected by the actor for
its next visit. When a grid j has no sensor, i.e., dj ðtÞ ¼ 0, the
transition probability qij is also 0. Hence, grid with no sensor
will never be selected by the actor in the redundant-sensor
search process. After has visited T T L  1 grids, the actor
stops at the TTL grid to pick up a sensor. The redundantsensor search process ends. When the actor starts to allocate
the sensor, it adopts the proposed DPAG algorithm.

6

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we perform simulations to demonstrate the
performance of the proposed algorithms.
We use MATLAB to perform our simulations. The sensing
region is a rectangular filed of 90 m  90 m. The side length of
each square grid is 6 m, thus the total number of grids is 225.
Initially, sensors are randomly deployed in the ROI according
to Poisson point process. The process of sensor supply is
simulated by the Poisson process with the mean arrival . We
include the actor movement time into the sensor supply rate,
and do not consider the impact of the speed of the actor
explicitly. The lifetime of each sensor follows Exponential
distribution with mean of 1 . When the actor arrives at a grid j
with no sensor, it communicates with grid heads in j’s
neighboring grids, set dj ðtÞ ¼ , and computes pij and qij . We
set  ¼ 0:001, T T L ¼ 10 for all simulations.
In our problem formulation, we aim at maximizing the
minimum NPW in the network. This is an important
performance metric as we focus on enhancing the performance of worst case. In addition to the minimum NPW
metric, we propose a metric named standard deviation (SD)
to evaluate the overall performance of the network.
Formally, SD at time t is defined as
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u K 
2
u 1 X dj ðtÞ
t
SDðtÞ ¼
 MðtÞ ;
ð14Þ
K k¼1 wj
where MðtÞ
P isdj ðtÞthe average NPW for all grids, i.e.,
MðtÞ ¼ K1 K
k¼1 wj . SD characterizes the average deviation
of the proposed solution from the optimal one. We will use
both of these metrics in all our simulations.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms,
we compare them with the R3S2 algorithm in [5], which is
the most relevant to our work. In R3S2, the actor walks
randomly in the ROI. When it arrives at a grid, say j, it
selects randomly a neighboring grid of j to visit. After
visiting a predefined number of grids, it drops a sensor at
the current grid, without considering the number of sensor
at the visiting grid. We also modify the R3S2 (M-R3S2) to
work for the scenario of sensor relocation.

6.1 Sensor Allocation
To show the initial deployment does not impact the
performance of the proposed algorithms, we divide the
whole ROI into three subregion (similar to the division of
ROI in Fig. 2), each of the same area. The mean deployment
density of subregions ½0; 90  ½30; 60 is 12 and the mean
deployment density of other subregions is 2. The initial
sensor deployment is plotted in Fig. 4. The center of the
ROI, i.e., point P0 with coordinate ½45; 45, is considered to
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Fig. 4. Initial network topology used in the simulations.

be the most important point. The closer the grid is to P0 , the
more important it is. The importance-related weight of each
250
grid j, wj , is given by wj ¼ 15þdistðj;P
, where distðj; P0 Þ is
0Þ
the distance between the center of the grid j and P0 .
We now evaluate the network performance of DPAG,
GA, and R3S2 for sensor allocation problem. The parameters  and  are set to be 30 and 1=100, respectively. The
final sensor distribution by DPAG, GA, and R3S2 are
plotted in Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5c. From Figs. 4 and 5a, we can
see that more sensors are allocated by DPAG to the grids
which are closer to the center of the ROI despite of the
initial sensor deployment. The number of sensors in each
grid j is proportional to its weight wj at time t ¼ 400, and
this global performance is achieved by the actor only using
local information. Comparing Figs. 5a and 5b, we also know
that DPAG has competitive performance with that of GA.
GA achieves this by using global information, which will be
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a huge cost burden in a large-scale sensor networks. From
Figs. 5a and 5c, we see the final sensor distribution by R3S2
is nearly uniform. This is mainly because in R3S2 the actor
travels randomly in the ROI, which cannot guarantee the
desirable global performance.
We proceed to investigate the performance of minimum
NPW obtained by DPAG, GA, and R3S2. We show the
values of minimum NPW obtained by DPAG, GA, and R3S2
in Figs. 6a, 6b, and 6c, respectively. To show the gap
between the solutions obtained by the aforementioned
algorithms and the optimal ones, we also plot the mean
NPW at each time t in the figures. From these figures, we
can see that min NPW in GA is very close to the mean
NPW, which shows the best performance. In two distributed algorithms, DPAG and R3S2, there are gaps between
min NPW and mean NPW, which shows the solutions are
suboptimal. Comparing Figs. 6a and 6c, we can see DPAG
has a much better performance than R3S2. To show how
these three algorithms work, we also plot the values of
NPW of the first grid (1st-NPW) at each time t. The values
of 1st-NPW in GA are very close to those of mean NPW,
showing GA can work efficiently when network topology
changes. The values of 1st-NPW in DPAG oscillate around
the mean NPW. This is because there is delay in response to
network topology change in the distributed algorithm.
However, from the Fig. 6a such delay is acceptable, and the
average NPW over time t converges to the mean NPW
(average NPW over grids). We see that the values of 1stNPW in R3S2 are random, which is the reason why R3S2
has the worse performance.
We now study overall network performance of the three
algorithms. We plot the values of SDðtÞ under these three

Fig. 5. Final network topology obtained by DPAG, GA, and R3S2.

Fig. 6. NPW obtained by DPAG, GA, and R3S2 during the network operation for sensor allocation when  ¼ 30;  ¼ 1=100.
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Fig. 7. (a) Values of SD obtained by DPAG, GA, and R3S2 for sensor allocation when  ¼ 30;  ¼ 1=100. (b) Values of SD obtained by DPAG for
different  ¼ 30,  ¼ 50, and  ¼ 70 when  ¼ 1=100. (c) Values of SD obtained by DPAG for different  ¼ 1=70,  ¼ 1=100, and  ¼ 1=130 when
 ¼ 30.

algorithms during the network operation in the Fig. 7a.
We can see that values of SD by DPAG and GA converge fast
to 0.5 and 0, respectively, while values of SD by R3S2 are
larger than 1 at most of operation time. Hence, GA obtains the
best overall network performance and R3S2 has the worst. In
summary, GA is the best algorithm for sensor allocation
problem, which is a centralized algorithm. Of the two
distributed algorithm DPAG and R3S2, DPAG is much better.
To investigate the impact of  on the network performance, we reperform the simulations under parameter
settings  ¼ 50;  ¼ 1=100, and  ¼ 70;  ¼ 1=100. The values of SD are plotted in Fig. 7b. We can see that the values
of SD converge more slowly when the sensor supply rate 
becomes smaller. As the faster the network converges to the
stable state, the better network performance it can obtain.
Hence, we should increase  in practice as larger as
possible. This can be achieved by adding more actors to
allocate sensors or finding a proper smaller TTL (note that
TTL is the times that the actor will visit grids before it drops
a sensor). We also perform simulations to study the impact
of  on the network performance. We set  ¼ 30;  ¼ 1=70
and  ¼ 30;  ¼ 1=130, and the results are plotted in Fig. 7c.
We see that the parameter  has a very small impact on the
convergence rate of the algorithm.
We now give another initial network topology to show the
robustness of the proposed algorithms. We randomly select
75 grids (i.e., one third of all grids), and set the mean
deployment density of these grids to be 12. The mean
deployment density of those unselected grids is set to be 2.
The new network topology is plotted in Fig. 8. We assume in
this new network setting that the boundary grids are more
150
important, and set wj ¼ 15þMinD
, where MinDj ¼
j
minfsxj ; 90  sxj ; syj ; 90  syj g (sxj ; syj are the values of Xand Y -axes of grid head j). We reperform the simulations
using DPAG, GA, and R3S2, and the final sensor distributions
are shown in Figs. 9a, 9b, and 9c. We can see that sensors are
more allocated to the boundary grids in DPAG and GA, while
R3S2 cannot guarantee such performance. Hence, we can also
conclude that R3S2 has the worst performance.

6.2 Sensor Relocation
We proceed to investigate the performance of M-DPAG,
M-GA, and M-R3S2. In the sensor relocation problem, there
is no sensor supply during network operation. Recall that
the parameter  is used to denote the sensor supply rate. In
sensor relocation, we use  to denote the time duration

between two consecutive times of sensor relocation,
including the time for sensor movement and uploading
and downloading sensor. To ensure there are enough alive
sensors after the network operates for a long time, e.g.,
t ¼ 400, we adopt a dense initial deployment of sensors.
The initial deployment density of regions ½0; 90  ½0; 30
and ½0; 90  ½60; 90 is set to be 12, and that of region
½0; 90  ½30; 60 is set to be 16. The parameters  and  are
set to be 30 and 1/1000. The final sensor distributions
obtained by M-DPAG, M-GA, and M-R3S2 are similar to
those shown in Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5c. We thus do not show
them here. The values of NPW achieved by these three
algorithms during network operation are plotted in
Figs. 10a, 10b, and 10c, from which we can have the
similar conclusions as those for sensor allocation problem.
Note that the values of min NPW in M-R3S2 become zero
short after the initialization of the network, indicating there
is at least one grid with no sensor in it. Hence, M-R3S2
works even worse in sensor relocation problem.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have considered maintaining quality of
sensing with actors in the wireless sensor networks. We first
considered sensor allocation problem and designed a
centralized algorithm GA, in which global information is
included to give an optimal solution. As the centralized
algorithm is only effective in small networks, we designed a
distributed algorithm, DPAG, by using Markovian Chain
Monte Carlo method, which only needs local information

Fig. 8. Another initial network topology.
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Fig. 9. Final sensor distributions obtained by DPAG, GA and R3S2 under new network setting at the time t ¼ 400.

Fig. 10. NPW obtained by M-DPAG, M-GA, and M-R3S2 during the network operation for sensor allocation when  ¼ 30;  ¼ 1=1000.

for decision making. We also discussed the sensor relocation problem and modified GA and DPAG to solve the
problem. Extensive simulation results are provided to
demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithms.
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